Participation of hup gene product in ori2-dependent replication of fertility plasmid F.
The fertility plasmid F'gal was not stably maintained in a hupA-hupB double mutant of Escherichia coli. Moreover, mini-F plasmids pFZY1, pFTC1 and pFTC2 were unable to transform the double mutant, though these plasmids efficiently transformed cells harboring a hupA or hupB single mutation. The composite plasmid pFHS1, which consists of the f5 DNA fragment of F plasmid and the whole DNA of a pSC101 derivative that carries a temperature-sensitive mutation for DNA replication, was not stably maintained in the hup double mutant at 42 degrees C. These findings strongly suggest that HU protein is required for ori2-dependent replication of the F plasmid.